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Abstract
The 85- and 210-ft paraboloidal ground antf„nas of the Deep Space
Instrumentation Facility, operated by the jet Propulsion Laboratory for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, have previously been demon-
strated to operate well below gain limit at S-band. An 85-ft structure was recently
evaluated at X-band and found to remain below gain limit, Tbo results of an
abbreviated appraisal of the radio frequency performance of the Goldstone 210-ft
advanced antenna system at X-band show that in the good weather conditions
encountered.. the aperture efficiency was in outstanding agreement with predic-
tions. Both the surface tolerance of the reflecting system and the precision of
the pointing system were found adequate for X.-band. It is concluded that a
significant ground capability for wcathcr-dependent space communications or
radio or radar astronomy is available at X-band with this instrument,
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Radio Frequency Performance of a 210-ft
Ground ,Antenna: X-Band
I'
I. Introduction
The Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) 2x0-
ft-diameter advanced antenna system (AAS) was placed
in operation at Goldstone, California, early in 1900, Initial
radio frequency (CAF) tests at S-band, 2295 MHz, were
conducted using Surveyor I spacecraft signals from the
lunar surface. These tests J%rmly established certain clear^
acteristtes of the far.-field radiation patterns (Ref, 1) as
well as the aperture efficiency (Ref. 2). The wavefront
loss, caused by imperfections in the reflecting surfaces,
was very small and therefore poorly resolved with the
S-band wavelength. Both the precision and accuracy of
the pointing system were found entirely adequate to sup-
port S-band deep space tracking with straigbtforward
ephemeris command, The initial RF feed equipment used
and noise temperature performance obtained are given
elsewhere (refs. 3 and 4).
The construction of a listen-only feed for X-band,
8448 MHz, was begun late in 1966. Described in detail
in Ref. 5, the X-band cassegrain experimental (XCE)
feedeone is interchangeable among DSIF 85- and 210-ft
reflectors. By the use of an excellent collimation tower at
one of the Goldstone 85-ft stations, that station was cali-
brated at X-band by precision ground-bayed techniques
(Ref, 5), Later observation of the radio source Cygnus A
(3C465) during 1967 fulfilled a primary goal of obtaining
a calibrated celestial source at X-band for the 210-ft
X-band evaluation, A secondary goal of proving operating
procedures, exercising hardware and software, and gain-
ing further confidence in performance predictions was
accomplished.
This report is divided into two sections. The predicted
performance of the AAS at X-band including -the impor-
tant surface tolerance effects will be discussed, fol-
lowed by the measured IRF results obtained during
February 1968,
11. PrQdicted Performance of the AAS: X.-Band
A. Radio Frequency Optics Efficiency
The RF optics efficiency of the AAS fed with the XCE
feedeone system was evaluated by describing the primary
feed patterns (Fig. 1) and the subreflector configuration
(Fig. 2) as input to the Rusch scattering program (Ref, 6),
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Fig. 1. Primary feed radiation patterns
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piques of Ludwig (Ref. 7), Results of this procedure are
	
11132.000-In. R	 summarized in Table 1 for a hypothetical dissipationless
	
-120,000-In, R
	 feed illuminating a perfect reflector without quadripod,
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The tolerance noted is an estimated la value.
Table 1. Feed efficiency of the XCiE feedcone
473.168 lo.
	
--•11
-570.000 In.
Fig, 2. Subreflector configuration
The scattered patterns shown in rigs. S and 4 illustrate
distortion occurring neat,: the edge of the paraboloid
(illumination angle 50-60 deg) caused by the optimum
S-band beam shaping flange, As with the earlier 85-ft-
diameter antenna evaluation at X-band, the removal of
the S-band flange was not considered necessary. The
scattered patterns were then evaluated with the tech-
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Forward spillover 22
Rear spillover 0;; j
III-	 iination efficiency 86.81
Cross-polarization efficiency 99.94
Phase efficiency 96.62
Subreflector blocking officloncy 96.45
Overall food efficiency 74.86 :1-- 0,20
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Fig. 3. 5ubreflector scattered radiation patterns, amplitude
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Fig. 4. Subreflector scattered radiation patterns, phase
An optical amalysis of the AAS quadripod, an illumi-
nated model of which is shown in Fig, 5, reveals that the
structure blocks 0a255 1ji of the available aperture, Assui-n-
ing that the percentage of intercepted onorgy equals the
percentage of area, which constitutes accopting "pie-slice"
°4pl?roxiiR ations of the blockrxd areas i1; the aperture, it
4,ls laden shown (:lief. 5) that
77e 
_ (J -. B)a
whore ?? '/?I is the blocking efficiency, and P is the frac-
tional area blocked, Actually B = crA where A is the
o%ically blocked area and a is defined as an average RP
opacity, Because of the large wavelength size of the
quadripod cross section at X-band, the opacity is esti-
mated as 0,8 < a < 1„2. Table 2 gives the components
considered and the overall quadripod blocking efficiency,
again with an estimated 1v tolerance,
Table 2, Quadripod efficiency of the 210-ft antenna
Description Value,
Component
Blocked area A 6,255
Opacity o 80-120
Overall quadripod blocking efficiency 87,88 -1: 2,4
The dissvpative attenuation between the antenna refer-
ence- flange and the maser reference flange was pre-
viously measured as 0.150 dB ::- 0,0018 dB, 3a, Estimates
of polarizer and feedhorn losses are 0.025 and 0.018 dB,
respectively. Table 3 gives the components considered
and the overall waveguide efficiency with an estimated
1a tolerance,
Table 3, Waveguide efficiency of the XCE feedcone
Description	 Attenuation, dB
Componpnt
Antenna to maser flanges	 0,150 + +1,002
Turnstile junction	 0,025 -1- 0,025
Feedhorn	 01018 ± 0.018
Overall Waveguide efficiency, 95,65 -! 0.22%
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The final value for the RP optics efficiency of the AAS
fed with the :AGE feedcone system may be obf--Ined from
Tables 1, 2, and 3 as
no = 0,G29:±:0,024
where the tolerance quoted is again an estimated 1a value,
primarily because of quadripod blocking uncertainty,
B. Surface Tolerance Characteristics
The methods used to analytically obtain the distortions
of the 210-ft-antenna reflectors under gravity loading
have been described by Katev , '	 4. 8 and are here sum-
marized in the interests r
	 d,_wncss and clarity, A
clear understanding of thr
	 oe tolerance of the system
is considered necessary to
	 line the ultimate perfor-
mance limitations of the instrument at short wavelengths.
Gravity deflections from the STAIR structural comput-
ing program were evaluated by use of the RMS program
(Ref, 9), The RMS program yields the root mean square
of one-half the RIP
 pathlengtlns of the residuals, following
best-fitting to a perfect paraboloid. The perfect parabo-
loid is free to assume a new focal length as one of the fit-
ting parameters. The root mean square so computed
represents the distortions occurring in the backup struc-
ture, or panel support points, only.
Because the AAS surface panels are aligned when the
structure is oriented to a 45-deg elevation angle, only
panel manufacturing and setting errors are present when
at this attitude. Table 4 gives the measured distortions,
the total of which has been considered a constant noise-
like perturbation to be added to the gravity and other
distortions at other attitudes.
Table 4. Measured surface d ristortion of the 210-ft
antenna at 45-deg elevation angle
Description Distortion, rms in.
Component
Surface-panel setting 01019
Primary surface-panel manufacturing 0,03.5
Subreflector manufacturing 0.027
Total'%2 RF-pathlength distortion 0.046
5
r.
Fig. S. Model of'L10-ft-ante;tna quadripod
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The primary result of Katow',s work is sunimarixed in
Table 5 (lief, 8). Table 5 shows that the STAIR and RMS
programs were applied iii 15-deg elevation angle incre-
ments. Best-fit paraboloid translations and x-axis rotation
are noted as well as quadripod and subreflector deflec-
tions, The pia-deg elevation angle alignment procedure is
seen in Table 5 to result in an absence of gravity distor-
tions, The second part of Table 5 shows the effect of
lateral andaxial misalignments of the RF feed focus,
considered to be tightly coupled to the subreflector-
feedhorn system, from the bust-fit paraboloid focus, ex-
pressed in rins equivalent crror. Figure Q, wliiell shows
Clio. rms equivalent error caused by axial and lateral mis-
alignments, was obtained from studies conducted with the
JPL radiation pattern programs which numerically evalu-
ate the scalar far-field radiation pattern integral (refs, 10
and 11), In the second paart of Table a, note again the
absenve of gravity cffec t s at 45-deg elevation until
the final summations, The power sum of the 4 key coln-
ponents (each expressed in rms inclies)--tic lateral and
axial misalignnnents occurring at the paraboloid focus,
the paraboloid structure gravity distortion, and the noise-
like component previously mentioned-is finally taken in
two ways, The first sun) allows for axial focusing of the
subreflector, and the second constrains the system to a
fixed-focus mode, The fixed-focus mode liad previously
been adopted for S-band operations, Figure 7, after
than work of Ruze (lief, 12), relates rms surface tol-
erance to surface tolerance efficiency for Clio wavelength
of interest, From Fig, 7 and Table 5 it is clear that
the improvement available by axial focusing is worth the
effort at X-band,
Table 5, Computed surface distortions of the 210-ft antenna from change
in direction of gravity vector from 45-deg elevation (Ref. 8)
Elevation angle, deg
Source .._. _
0 15 30 45 60 75 90
Best-fit paraboloid date
Vertex y-coordinate, In, 1,588 1.403 0.806 010 -1,121 -2,426 -3,829
Vertax z. coordinate, in, 0,070 0,044 0.021 0.0 -0.016 -0,026 -0,02`9
Rotation x-axis, rad 01001015 0.000894 0,000548 0.0 -0,000712 -0.001539 -0,002427
Focal length change, in. -0,693 -0,439 --0,203 010 0.156 0,253 0,285
Quadripod apex z-deflection, in. -0.025 -01015 -0.009 0.0 0,004 0,007 0.010
Subrofloctor
z-deflection, In. -0,048 -0,028 -0.017 010 0,004 0.007 0.010
Axial-indicated position, 1n, -0,77 -0,48 -0.22 0,0 0.16 0,27 0,31
Lateral ydirection deflection, in, -1,1 -015 -0.1 010 0.9 118 2,8
Subrefloctor
Lateral offset equivalent orror, rms. lo. 0.019 0,008 0.001 010 0.015 0.031 01050
Axial offset equivalent error, rms in. 0.058 0.036 0,017 0.0 0,012 0,020 0,023
Best-fit paraboloid reflector structure
distortion from 45-deg, rms In. 0.040 0,032 0,018 0.0 0,023 0.048 0,075
45-deg 1/2 RF-pathiength,° rms in, 0.048 0.048 0,048 0.048 0,048 0,048 0.048
Total '/2 RF-pathlength distortion-
focused axially, rms in, 0.065 0,058 0,051 0,048 0,055 0,075 0,102
Total V2 RF-pathiength distortion-
focused only at 45-deg, rms in. 0.085 0,068 0.054 0.048 0,057 0,077 0.105
, field-measured distortion from Table 4.
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Fig, 6. Equivalent root-mean-square error as a function of
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Computer-organized contour plots of the Horizon and
zenith attitude distortions, expressed in one-half the RF
pathlength to the best-fit paraboloid, are given in Pigs. 8
and 9, Also shown are the field measurements that were
obtained through careful application of the tape and
theodolite civil engineering technique. In both cases the
field measurements approximate 85%, of the analytic
computations, for the best-fit paraboloid structure com-
ponent, As shown in Table 6, when the system is at the
zenith attitude the field-measured data suggest a slightly
better system (0,094 im in.) than the computer (0.102
8
rms in,), When at the horizon attitude, the system is
negligibly different between the field-measured data. and
the computed.
The structural computations were based on a uniformly
illuminated paraboloid. No specific study of a possible
discrepancy between results obtained Here and results
obtained from some form of feed amplitude weighting is
available. This possible discrepancy is considered small.
Also, as described in Ref. 8, the tipping structure of the
Table 6. Field-measured surface distortion of 210-ft
antenna at 0- and 90-deg elevation angle
Source
Distortion, rms in.
0 deg 90 deg
Component
45-deg elevation V2 RF•pathlength distortion 0.048 0,048
Reflector structure gravity deflections 0,034 0,063
from 45-deg elevation
Subreflecior lateral offset 0.020 0.050
Total 'h RF-pathiength distortion 0.062 0.094
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1417
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(a) COMPUTED	 (b) FIELD-MEASURED
STRUCTURE GRAVITY DISTORTION: 	 STRUCTURE GRAVITY DISTORTION:
0.040 rms in,	 0,034 rms in.
FOCAL LENGTH CHANGE: -0.69 Ins	 FOCAL LENGTH CHANGE: -0.60 In.
Fig. 8. Horizon attitude contour maps of one-half RF-pathlength distortions
(a) COMPUTED	 (b) FIELD-MEASURED
STRUCTURE GRAVITY DISTORTION: 	 STRUCTURE GRAVITY DISTORTION:.
0.075 rms in.	 0.063 rms in.
FOCAL LENGTH CHANGE: +0,29 in,
	
FOCAL LENGTH CHANGE: +0,21 in.
Fig. 9. Zenith attitude contour maps of one-half RF-pathlength distortions
AAS is exactly symmetric in halves. In computing, quad-
rant symmetry was a necessary assumption. Analysis of a
half-structure may produce closer agreement between
computations and field-measured data,
In summary, the predicted AAS surface tolerance is
considered well defined, since the independent analytic
results and the field measurements are in close agreement.
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C. Predicted Overall Systa),-n Efficiency and Gain
By considering the computed RF optics efficiency
(Section II-A), the computed rms surface tolerance (Sec-
tion II-B), and Fig. 7, we can arrive at a, predicted overall
system efficiency and gain, The results, based on an
acceptance of the axial focusing effort (which was shown
to be worthwhile), are given in Table 7. Note that this
9
Table 7. Computed system efficiency and gain
Elevation
angle,
deg
surface
tolerance,
rrtts (n,
Surface
tolerance
efficiency,
o^
Overall
system
efficiency,
c^
System
gain,
dB
0 0.065 70.6 44.4 71,5
15 01058 76.4 48,0 71.9
30 01051 81.4 51,2 72.2
45 01048 83.2 52.3 72.3
60 01055 78.6 49.5 72.0
75 0.075 64.4 40.5 71.1
90 0.102 434 27,4 69.4
table includes the effect of a nearly 0,2-dB dissipation loss
within the XCE feedeone.
III. Measured Performance of the AAS; X-Band
A. Source Selection and Feed Performance
The XCE feedcone used for previous 85-ft-antenna eval-
uation was transferred to the AAS without change, Fig-
ure 10 shows the feed installed (February 1-5, 1968). As
described in Ref. 5, this listen-only feed system was de-
signed as a low-noise total power radiometer for observing
a few radio astronomical sources. In all cases the system
was,
 sensitive to right-Hand circular polarlzation. Three
nontherinal sources, 3C123, 6C274, and 3C405, were se-
lected asprimary :calibrators as well as the planet Venus-
assumed to exhibit a brightness temperature of 0001%
Also, 3C273 was included as a useful point source. Table 8
lists the sources, assumed sizes and distributions, beam
correction factors, and antenna temperatures accepted for
a 100-percent-efficient 210-ft-diameter antenna operated
at 8448 MIR, 'fable 8 also gives a derived flux for the
variable 3CC273 that is based on temperature measure-
ments blade during focusing tests. In Table 8 it is clear
that Cygnus A subtends nearly the expected half-power
benmwidth of the system, For this reason the beam cor-
rection factor is lame (nearly -2 dB) and therefore not
highly reliable under conditions of possible beamwidth
changes with elevation angle, Cygnus A was retained,
however, because of previous observation as an 85-ft-
antenna calibrator at the same wavelength wtll the same
feed (Ref, a).
Operating in a ground checkout mode the XCE feed-
cone, pointing to the zenith, exhibits a 33.5°K total
operating temperature, The individual noise sources
are thought to be T.tr ^ 13,7°K at the maser input,
Tr, = 13.2°K, Tr = 0,1°K at the maser input, and
Tit = 6,8 0 K at the horn aperture where Tu, Tl,, T;,,
and T,t are the maser, the Ims, the followup receiver, and
the antenna temperature contributions, respectively, When
the fecdcone is operated on the AAS, an additional 3,3 °K
noise temperature at zenith is observed, This additional
"fable S. Source characteristics at 8448 MHz (Epoch 1968.1)
Source
Characteristic
3C123 3C273 30274 30405
Type 2-dimensional gaussian Quasar 1-dimensional gaussian 2 points
Size, arc-s 20 Point 1 X 45 116-arc-s separation
8448-MHz flux S, W/m' - Hz 9.4 X 10-R0 42.5 X 10-2*' 42 X 10-"' 187.6 X 10-"
(variable)
Spectral index -0.86 - -1.02 halo -1.2
-0.44 core
"Beam correction C, 1.021 11000 1.055 1.56
hAntenna +emperature Tj 100%, °K 10.7 49.5 46.4 140.1
n 137-arc•s half-power beamwidth selected.
b N 100% ° 1.1655 S/Ca, S X 10 =0,
10
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Fig. 10. Advanced antenna system with XCE feedcone installed
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noise is caused primarily from feed spillover and tluadri-
trod scatter towards the warm earth, A total #X-band
cassegrain antenna temperature defined at the horn aper-
ture of 1,0,1 ¢ K appears a reasonable estimate, Comparable
S-band values are an incremental 3,60K and a total of
0.3"X 'Ref. 13),
B, Focusing
The AAS is equipped with subreflector axial drives
and, as described earlier, structural calculations indicated
that a worthwhile Improvement in effective .surface toler.
ante was available by use of this adjustment, Focusing
was the first step taken in the X-band evaluation, The
receive-system noise temper-ature with 3G373 in the beam
was maximised, Figure 11 slrc, ,vs the HF results for the
source both ascending acid descending inelevation angle,
a stem considered essential because of previous long time
constant hysteresis in focal length, found on an 85-ft strue-
hire (Ref, S). Also shown in Fig. 11 is a single verification
of focus at a high elevation angle and the structural pre-
dictions based on Table 5, The structural data were best-
fitted to the. Ili+ results; again, as was so with 85-ft
reflector evaluations, a maximum signal focus occurs at
X-band approximately 0.8 in. above the S-band .Focus,
That is, the control room synehro-indication at S-band at
a 45-deg elevation angle is approximately 0,1 in, in
Fig. 11, Mthougli not verified, this antenna-independent
effect Is believed caused by the best-fitting, achieved by
means of signal-peaking, to the phasefront seen in the
scattered patterns (Fig% 3 and 4). In these figures, the dis-
tortion occurdne near the rini of the paraboloid is caused
Fig. 11. Focus as a function of elevation angle
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by the oversized beam shaping flange attached to the
hyperboloid.
Once found repeatable and in agreement with strue.
tut+al predictions, the focus data In Fig. 11 were used
throughout the X-band evaluaGon in a manual correction
mode, with focus trimming with elevation angle in
approximately 0,050-in. stops being used.
C. Radiometric; Technique; System Efficiency
Measurements
The technique used to determine the change in system
teinpe'rature due to the .source (referenced to the maser
input flange) was as follows;
(1) Update, if necessary, the !focal adjustment setting
according to Fig, 11 verified pr edictions,
(2) Bores ght the antenna by the half-power•points
method,
(3)Obtain five Yofacto rs between the antenna and
ambient termination,
Pro rayCTMOS
SOURCE TWUPAURR KCAL WTION
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(4)Meer off, source 1 (leg in azimuth if below 45-deg
elevation, 1 (leg in elevation if above 45-deg
elevation.
(5) Obtain :five 1'-factors between the antenna and
ambient termination,
(0) Repeat steps (3) through (ii) three additional tunes,
alternating the direction of the off-source steering.
Figure 12 shows a sample of the data recording form
used. The form requires one-half to one Dour to come
pletc, Figure 13 shows it sample of ntachine•redueed data
and gives the difference between total operating tempera-
turns on-source and off-,source, which is attributed to the
source flux,
The teelinique of the previous paragraph was found
adequate alcove approximately a 20-deg elevation angle,
Below that, the ephemeris command, operating without
a priori correction terms, was inadequate for good point-
ing, i.e., boresiglit updating more frequent than one-half
to one hour was found necessary, The brief test period
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Fig. 12. Sample data recording form
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ML,;
Iavailable precluded an adequate definition and automa-
tion of a priori correction terms.
From Table 8 € nd the radiometric technique, the over.
all system efficiency at the maser input flange is obtained
(Fig. lit). No atmospheric corrections are included; the
concept adopted here is to acceptthe atmosphere as a
system loss, as would be observed during a deep space
tracking mission, Although the weakest of the three cali-
brators, 30123 was given priority because of a superior
source distribution, F ig€€re 14 shows good consistency
among the three nonthermal sources, and is in, good
€i ,reement with overall efficiency predictions,
The planet Venus,a low elevation angle source,
was observed, although with some scatter (Fig, 15), The
me€ui value of 2.4°K at the maser reference flange tit
25-deg elevation angle is consistent with the nonthermal
sources, indicating the assumed 400 0 K blackbody was not
in serious error, The planet Jupiter, subtending approxi-
mately 44 arc-s compared with the 137-arc-s beamwidth,
produced a temperature increase of 9,3"K at 45-clog ele-
vation, again referenced to the maser input flange,
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D, Surface Tolerance and Total Operating Temperature
The surface tolerance of the reflecting system may be
obtained from the computed RF optics efficiency data
and the measured 3Cl23 efficiency data, Because the
gain loss from surface tolerance was expected to range
approximately 1-3 dB, a determination of surface toler-
ance by means of the computed RF optics efficiency is
considered a useful and accurate method, Figure 16 gives
the mean and standard deviation limits for the rms sur-
face tolerance as determined from the radio measure-
ments, The standard deviation limits include only the
measurement scatter, Figure 16 includes the structurally
predicted rms surface tolerance for the axial-focused con-
dition from Section II-B. To obtain the radio data in this
instance the contribution of atmospheric loss must be
considered. This was done by accepting the common flat
earth secant law, applicable above an elevation angle of
about 10 deg, and by selecting a theoretical 0,036-dB
atmospheric loss at zenith,
As Fig, 16 shows, the radio measurements indicate a
better surface tolerance than that predicted when at
zenith, essentially in agreement with field-measured
structural data (Table 6). The radio-observed surface
tolerance near horizon appears somewhat worse than
expected in Fig. 16. This is a sensitive function of the,
selected zenith loss, however, and a fitted value of
0,055 d$ at zenith with the :secant dependence will force
perfect agreoment between predicted and radio-measured
rms at a 10-deg elevation angle.
Zenith losses of 0,055 and 0,036 dB were further inves-
tigated with the aid of total operating temperature mea-
surements as a function of elevation angle, Figure 17
shows the temperature measurements with both zenith
constants included, for an assumed effective physical
temperature of the atmosphere of 290°K. The higher
zenith loss appears to provide a good fit, leaving open the
question of effective physical temperature of tbo atmo-
sphere, With the use of an improved density-weighted
average for the physical temperature, the 0.060-dB zenith
loss and 260°K yield the same results.
It should be concluded that the zenith attenuation
experienced approximates 0,06 dB and the surface toler-
ance over all elevation angles is essentially that calculated
by structural means, with evidence that the field-
measured structural data more accurately describes the
reflector system when oriented to the zenith,
E. Drift Curves
Drift curves of the quasar 30273 at a 35-deg elevation
angle (Fig. 18) confirm the expected 0,03$-dog half-power
beamwidths, Scans of the double Cygnus (Fig. 19) in
hour angle and declination show the expected beam
broadening in hour angle, which is nearly the major axis
of the source, A single scan of the sun (Fig, 20) reveals
sharp edges and well-resolved fine structure. Dual scans
of the moon were made (Fig, 21) to eliminate the possi-
bility of a radiometer gain drift. The limbs appear very
sharp, with the eastern region noticeably cooler,
F. Pointing
Throughout the tests, the precision I mode was used
to point the AAS, In this mode the main reflector struc-
ture is optically coupled to the relatively small master
equatorial mirror which, in turn, is precision-positioned
by the computer, An example of the overall RF precision
afforded in this mode is shu ;vn in Fig, 22, which is a
radiometer recording obtained during RF boresighting on
Cygnus A, With a previously determined — 0,006 deg
declination offset, the approximate half-power points are
determined as +0,017 and — 0,025 deg in declination, the
mean of which is taken as an update to a —0.004 deg
offset. Figure 22 continues the bracketing procedure in
the hour angle axis where the extended source requires
greater offsets for a half-power indication, Again, a
change of 1 or 2 mdeg is discerned as accomplished in
a stable manner.
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Fig. 23, Angle offsets as ai fun,31on of local hour angle
Figure 23 coJisiiders absolute accuracy of the pointing
system, In the absence of a thorough study of source posi-
tion accuracy, the best available data were used in an
ephemeris program and accepted as absolute (Table 9),
As described in detail elsewhere (Fief. 14), the AAS tip-
ping structure is a carefully pointing-compensated sys-
tem; that is, various structural gravity deflections are
opposed. resulting in unusually low over-all RF boresight
errors as a function of elevation angle,* As Fig, 23 shows,
in the absence of a priori corrections (the brief test period
was inadequate to well define and automate corrections
as noted earlier), the absolute pointing, for the 4 sources
spanning declinations of +2 to +40 deg, may be
specified as approximately 1 minute, peak, with the ex-
ception of veri, low elevation angles. Therefore, acquiring
*Originally, the repeatable errors were to be removed with an ele-
vation angle driven cam modulating the intermediate reference
surface. To date, this refinement has not been considered neces-
sary, and has therefore not been made,
Table 9, Source positions
Source Declination Right ascension 1968 date
3C 123 29036'37.0" 04135"'03"9 Feb 5
3C273 02013'44.0" 12'27"'29."0 Feb 2
3C274 12034'01.7" 12129"'12.6 Feb 3
30405 40040'24.7" 19158"'220.0 F.eb 4
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a known astronomical object within the X-band half
power beamwidth (38 mdeg) without resort to any cor-
rection terms seems probable.
Figure 23 includes third-order curves fitted on the
basis of least squares, The standard deviation, a, is
2.4 mdeg in declination and 2,5 mdeg in hour angle, It
therefore appears probable that a known astronomical
object may be acquired within a tenth of the X-band half.
powerbeamwidth, using the corrections generated. Note
that this performance applies for sources within declina-
tions +2 to +40 deg, based on a 5-day sample.
IV. Conclusions
In a brief RF test program at X-band, 8448 MHz, con-
ducted on the Goldstone 210-ft-diameter advanced an-
tenna system in February 1968, 24-h/day radio star
tracking shows that the peak system gain and efficiency
observed are 72.3 dB and 52%, respectively, The accuracy
of radio star calibrations of this kind is considered
--!--0.8 dB, with high confidence, Ordered changes due to
gravity loading in the surface tolerance and focal length
occurred as predicted by analytic structural models. The
combined accuracy of the master equatorial pointing and
reflector boresight systems was found adequate for
X-band, assuming that observed systematic effects are
23
removed, The precision of the pointing system and the
repeatability of the total structure appear compatible,
furthermore the system gain is as expected.
Cenerally good weather was experienced dining the
tests, with little or no occurrence of winds in excess of
20 MPIL The clays were quite sunny; normal thermal
effects were apparently encountered, Some performance
estimates with thermal and wind loading on the AAS are
available (lief, 15), The generally dry climate at the
Goldstone complex allowed a total operating noise tem-
perature of the system. of less than 37°K at zenith,
If we accept a surface tolerance maximum of
0.065 runs in, as applicable over a wide range of elevation
angles, gain limit ,should occur in the 2-cm band.
Although further exp(,^rience at X-band using this instru-
ment is needed, a significant ground capability for
weather-dependent space communications or radio or
radar astronomy is available at X-band.
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